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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes IncreMacro, a novel approach for macro place-
ment refinement in the context of integrated circuit (IC) design.
The suggested approach iteratively and incrementally optimizes the
placement of macros in order to enhance IC layout routability and
timing performance. To achieve this, IncreMacro utilizes several
methods including kd-tree-based macro diagnosis, gradient-based
macro shifting and constraint-graph-based LP for macro legaliza-
tion. By employing these techniques iteratively, IncreMacro meets
two critical solution requirements of macro placement: (1) pushing
macros to the chip boundary; and (2) preserving the original macro
relative positional relationship. The proposed approach has been
incorporated into DREAMPlace and AutoDMP, and is evaluated on
several RISC-V benchmark circuits at the 7-nm technology node.
Experimental results show that, compared with the macro place-
ment solution provided by DREAMPlace (AutoDMP), IncreMacro
reduces routed wirelength by 6.5% (16.8%), improves the routed
worst negative slack (WNS) and total negative slack (TNS) by 59.9%
(99.6%) and 63.9% (99.9%), and reduces the total power consumption
by 3.3% (4.9%).

CCS CONCEPTS
• Hardware→ Placement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Effective macro placement is a critical procedure of the physical
design flow for Very Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) circuits, ow-
ing to the sizable fraction of chip area occupied by pre-designed
macro blocks, particularly embeddedmemories. Inappropriatemacro
placement can result in macro blockage in the core center, which
harms the overall chip performance by causing unwanted effects
such as routing congestion, inferior wirelength, and timing perfor-
mance issues. Moreover, macro placement influences the placement
of standard cells, and poor macro placement might make it chal-
lenging to place these cells optimally, leading to an unsatisfactory
chip performance. As modern VLSI design increasingly includes
pre-designed macro blocks, effective macro placement is crucial to
improve routability and timing performance.

Analytical placers such as DREAMPlace [1], RePlace [2], ePlace
[3] and NTUplace3 [4] support mixed-size placement of standard
cells and macros. In macro placement, a well-established practice
among experienced engineers is to place macros towards the pe-
ripheral regions of the chip to prevent macro blockage. However,
existing analytical placers prioritize wirelength optimization during
placement, which diverges from the aforementioned practice and
can result in macro blockage in the core center. Such macro blockage
may negatively impact the placement of standard cells, and hamper
the subsequent routing stage. In Figure 1(a), we illustrate an instance
of mixed-size macro placement performed by an analytical placer.
The blue blocks represent macros, while the white area signifies the
available space for standard cell placement. In this example, macros
are placed within the core center, causing macro blockage. Such
macro blockage divides the remaining space for standard cell place-
ment into discontinuous sub-regions. Consequently, standard cells
associated with the same net may be dispersed across separate place-
ment sub-regions, introducing detours into the VLSI routing process.
Routing detours result in longer signal routing paths, reflected in
increased routed wirelength, along with elevated resistance and
capacitance. These factors significantly degrade timing performance
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Figure 1: (a). Macro placement by an analytical placer. (b).
Macro placement refined by data structure-centric meta-
heuristics. (c). Macro placement refined by IncreMacro. The
blue block represents macro. The white region represents the
remaining space for standard cell placement and routing. A
6-pin net is denoted in red color.

and escalate power consumption. To achieve superior quality-of-
results (QoR) in the final physical design, meticulous attention to
macro placement to eliminate macro blockage is imperative.

Numerous academic studies have explored the subject of macro
placement, where reinforcement learning (RL) driven approaches
and other metaheuristics are frequently utilized. The RL-based tech-
nique [5–11] frames macro placement as a sequential Markov De-
cision Process (MDP) and employs reinforcement learning to solve
the problem. Within the context of the sequential MDP, interme-
diate macro placement solutions are represented as states and the
assignment of a macro to a legalized position on the chip canvas
is considered an action. Following macro placement, an analytical
placer is utilized for sequential standard cell placement. Instead of
refining existing macro placement, the RL-based approach gener-
ates macro placement from scratch. State-of-the-art (SOTA) data
structure-centric metaheuristics have been proposed for macro le-
galization. The proposed approaches utilize efficient data structures,
such as MP-tree, CP-tree, and modified corner sequence [12–21],
to represent the macro layout. Then, Simulated Annealing (SA)
algorithm is leveraged to remove overlaps among macros while op-
timizing objectives such as macro displacement, wirelength, and
routability. Recently, AutoDMP [22], a DREAMPlace-based macro
placement framework is proposed. AutoDMP explores the parame-
ter space of DREAMPlace by multi-objective Bayesian optimization,
and generates macro placement solutions with a good trade-off
among power, performance and area (PPA).

Existing academic studies for macro placement have two major
drawbacks: 1). The RL-based approach and AutoDMP are compu-
tationally prohibitive. To satisfy the desired PPA requirements, the
macro placement generation process of the RL-based approach and
AutoDMPmay be iterated for many times on different parameter set-
tings. 2). On refining the macro placement of the existing placement
prototype, the data structure-centric metaheuristics may disturb the
macro relative positional relationship of the placement prototype,
potentially leading to wirelength degradation and timing perfor-
mance issues. An example of applying the data structure-centric
metaheuristic approach to legalize an analytical placement proto-
type is shown in Figure 1(b). Although the approach successfully
eliminates macro overlaps and packs macros to the chip periphery,
it perturbs the original macro relative positional relationship of the

placement prototype, resulting in poor wirelength performance for
the 6-pin net.

To overcome the above drawbacks and achieve a better trade-off
between computational time and solution quality for macro place-
ment, a macro placement refinement algorithm which eliminates
the macro blockage and preserves the macro relative positional rela-
tionship by the placement prototype is desired. Unfortunately, to the
best of our knowledge, there is no such prior work. We thus propose
IncreMacro, a novel incremental macro placement framework that
leverages an analytical placer and satisfies two key requirements.
Specifically, the refined solution is supposed to: (1) push macros
to the chip boundary, and (2) preserve the macro relative posi-
tional relationship established by the placement prototype.
Figure 1(c) presents an ideal macro placement solution achieved by
applying IncreMacro to an academic analytical placer. Compared
to Figure 1(a), this solution eliminates macro blockage in the core
center, creating continuous open space for subsequent standard cell
placement and routing. Compared to Figure 1(b), this placement
preserves the wirelength optimization accomplished by the analyt-
ical placer’s placement prototype, as evidenced by the preserved
relative positional relationship of the macros involved in the 6-pin
net, leading to a shorter net wirelength.

Our major contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose IncreMacro which incrementally enhances macro
placement by state-of-the-art analytical placers.

• We propose a novel algorithmic workflow consisting of KD-
tree-based macro diagnosis, gradient-based macro shift and
constraint-graph-based linear programming for macro legal-
ization, to eliminate macro blockage in the chip center while
preserving the wirelength optimization by the analytical place-
ment prototype.

• We conduct experiments on several RISC-V circuits at 7-nm
technology node. Experimental results show that incorporating
IncreMacro into DREAMPlace improves the post-route WNS
and TNS by 59.9% and 63.9%, and reduces the routed wirelength
and total power consumption by 6.5% and 3.3%. Also, by in-
corporating IncreMacro into AutoDMP, the WNS and TNS are
improved by 99.6% and 99.9%, and the routed wirelength and
total power consumption are reduced by 16.8% and 4.9%, respec-
tively.

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first introduce the mixed-size analytical place-
ment flow into which IncreMacro is incorporated. We then give the
definitions of macro regularity (including the definition of regularly-
placed macro, poorly-placed macro and macro diagnosis). Finally, the
definition of the macro placement refinement problem is given.

Figure 2(a) illustrates the mixed-size placement flow into which
IncreMacro is incorporated. The circuit information, comprising
LEF and DEF, is initially fed to the analytical placer, which generates
a mixed-size placement prototype with legalized macros. Subse-
quently, IncreMacro is leveraged iteratively and incrementally to
refine the macro placement. Upon the completion of incremental
refinement, the locations of macros are fixed based on the refined
macro placement solution, and an analytical placer is applied for the
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remaining process of standard cell placement. Finally, the optimized
placement solution is obtained.

Prior to delving into the definitions of macro regularity, it is imper-
ative to first elucidate the effect of macro regularity on subsequent
VLSI processes, including standard cell placement and signal/clock
routing. As mentioned in Section 1, macros positioned in the center
of the core have been observed to engender macro blockages, leading
to the partitioning of available placement areas into non-contiguous
sub-regions. Consequently, standard cells associated with the same
net may be dispersed across different placement sub-regions, leading
to increased wirelength and the potential emergence of routing chal-
lenges such as detours, ultimately degrading the timing performance.
Macros with the potential to induce blockages are designated as
"poorly-placed macros". Conversely, their counterparts, referred to
as "regularly-placed macros", adhere to one of the following two cri-
teria: 1) adjacency to the peripheral boundaries of the chip (e.g.,𝑚4,
𝑚5,𝑚6,𝑚7,𝑚8 in Figure 3), or 2) regularly packing and alignment
with other macros (e.g.,𝑚2,𝑚3 in Figure 3). Based on the observa-
tions above, we give the formal definitions of macro regularity as
follows.

Definition 1 (Regularly-placed macro). Given a macro𝑚𝑖 and its
four Euclidean-distance-nearest neighbormacros𝑁𝑖 = {𝑚𝑖

1,𝑚
𝑖
2,𝑚

𝑖
3,𝑚

𝑖
4}

in a placement prototype, if 𝑁𝑖 can surround𝑚𝑖 , that is, if macros in
𝑁𝑖 are spatially and respectively to the north, south, west and east
direction of𝑚𝑖 , or if𝑚𝑖 clings to the chip boundary (the distance
between the center of𝑚𝑖 and its nearest chip boundary is less than
a threshold 𝛼), then𝑚𝑖 is a regularly-placed macro.

Definition 2 (Poorly-placed macro). If a macro𝑚𝑖 is not regularly-
placed, it is poorly-placed.

Definition 3 (Macro diagnosis). Given a macro placement solution
consists of macros 𝑀 = {𝑚1,𝑚2, ...,𝑚𝑛}, divide 𝑀 into two sets
𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 and 𝑀𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑟 such that 𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 contains only regularly-
placed macros, 𝑀𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑟 contains only poorly-placed macros, and
|𝑀 | = |𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 | + |𝑀𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑟 |.

The macro placement refinement problem is as follows.

Problem 1 (Macro Placement Refinement). A mixed-size place-
ment prototype by an analytical placer contains 1) a set of macros
M = {𝑚1,𝑚2, · · · ,𝑚𝑚}, 2) a set of standard cellsC = {𝑐1, 𝑐2, · · · , 𝑐𝑛}
which are in the same nets with macros in M, and 3) their origi-
nal positions COM = {(𝑥1, 𝑦1), (𝑥2, 𝑦2), · · · , (𝑥𝑚, 𝑦𝑚)} and COC =

{(𝑥1, 𝑦1), (𝑥2, 𝑦2), · · · , (𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛)}. Our target is to find the legalized
positions of macros inM to optimize the objective of wirelength.

3 ALGORITHM
Figure 2(b) illustrates the flow of IncreMacro. Given the mixed-size
placement prototype by the analytical placer, a KD-tree-based macro
diagnosis method is rendered to distinguish poorly-placed macros
(macros causing blockage) from regularly-placed ones. Then, by
making an analogy between macro shift and the neural network
training process of deep learning, we utilize a deep learning toolkit
to iteratively shift the poorly-placed macros by a gradient-based
method to minimize the cost of wirelength and periphery. Finally,
based on the macro placement of the mixed-size placement proto-
type by the analytical placer, we construct two constraints graphs

LEF/DEF
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Placement 
Solution

Incremental 
Macro 

Placement
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Standard Cell 
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LP for Macro 
Legalization
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( a ) ( b )
Figure 2: The mixed-size placement flow and our proposed
incremental macro placement refinement tool IncreMacro.

to constrain the relative positional relationships of macros horizon-
tally and vertically. A constraint-graph-based linear programming
method is then designed to eliminate the overlaps among macros,
minimize the macro displacement and further push poorly-placed
macros to the chip periphery, with the macro relative positional
relationship of the initial placement prototype preserved. The KD-
tree-based macro diagnosis method, gradient-based method and
constraint-graph-based linear programming are sequentially and
iteratively performed until the macro blockage is eliminated (which
satisfies the stop criteria).

Notice that through IncreMacro, the area and boundary of the
chip remain the same as the initial placement prototype. In the
following subsections, we detail the techniques used in each stage.

3.1 KD-Tree-based Macro Diagnosis
For VLSI circuits, analytical placers are effective in placing macros
with similar sizes in a regular manner. However, as VLSI designs
become more complex, functional modules may require varying
memory sizes, resulting in diverse SRAM (macro) sizes. Placing
varying-size macros with analytical placers can lead to poorly-placed
macros and even macro blockage in the center of the chip. This
can hinder subsequent VLSI processes such as routing. An effective
and efficient methodology for macro diagnosis is required to help
refine the placement of poorly-placed macros and eliminate macro
blockage in the analytical placement prototype ( the definitions of
regularly-placed macro, poorly-placed macro and macro diagnosis are
given in Definition 1, 2 and 3).

KD-tree is a versatile extension of the binary search tree, fa-
cilitating sorting, range searching, and neighbor searching within
𝑘-dimensional spaces. Each node in the KD-tree represents a 𝑘-
dimensional point, and non-leaf nodes uniformly divide the space
by means of generating split hyperplanes. KD-tree supports near-
est neighbor searching (NNS) with an expected time complexity of
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Figure 3: Customization of KD-tree for macro diagnosis.

𝑂 (log𝑁 ), where 𝑁 represents the number of nodes [23]. KD-tree
can be represented as an efficient data structure for modeling the
relative positional relationship among macros in a placement proto-
type, and its application in nearest neighbor searching (NNS) can
be utilized for macro diagnosis.

Figure 3 depicts the process of customizing a KD-tree for macro
diagnosis. In Figure 3(a), a macro placement solution with 8 macros
is presented, based on which a KD-tree is constructed in Figure 3(b).
The space is partitioned by generating horizontal or vertical hy-
perplanes for each non-leaf node ({𝑚1,𝑚2,𝑚3,𝑚4}), as shown in
Figure 3(c) and Figure 3(d). For macro diagnosis, the KD-tree is uti-
lized to search for the four nearest neighbors of each macro, and
the macro regularity is determined by referring to definitions 1
and 2. The process of macro diagnosis for macro𝑚1 and𝑚3 is il-
lustrated in Figure 3(c) and Figure 3(d). Specifically, as shown in
Figure 3(c), the four nearest neighbor macros of 𝑚1, denoted as
𝑁1 = {𝑚2,𝑚3,𝑚7,𝑚8}, do not surround𝑚1 in the north direction,
and 𝑚1 does not cling to the chip boundary, indicating that 𝑚1
is categorized as poorly-placed. Conversely, as demonstrated in
Figure 3(d), the four nearest neighbor macros of 𝑚3, denoted as
𝑁3 = {𝑚1,𝑚2,𝑚6,𝑚7}, can surround𝑚3, suggesting that𝑚3 is di-
agnosed as regularly-placed.

With KD-tree utilized, the expected time complexity of macro
diagnosis is 𝑂 (𝑁 log𝑁 ), where 𝑁 is the total number of macros in
a macro placement solution.

3.2 Gradient-based Macro Shift
After macro diagnosis, poorly-placed macros are detected, and we
need to shift them to the chip periphery while preserving the wire-
length optimization by the analytical placer. Inspired byDREAMPlace
[1], we formulate macro placement as an analytical placement prob-
lem, make the analogy between macro placement and deep neural

Analytical
Placement 
Prototype 

WL 
Gradient

Periphery 
Gradient

Macro 
Position 
Update

Converge?
Macro 

Legalization
Yes

No

Figure 4: The Macro shifting gradient descent process.

network training, and propose a gradient-based macro shift algo-
rithm. In the neural network training process, the neural network
model is denoted as𝑀 (𝑤), where𝑤 is the model weight. For a data
instance of feature vector 𝑥𝑖 and label 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖 can be fed into𝑀 (𝑤),
and the corresponding label is predicted as 𝑂 (𝑥𝑖 ,𝑤). A loss func-
tion L is formulated to quantify the discrepancy between the true
labels and the prediction results by𝑀 (𝑤), and the purpose of neural
network training is to adjust the values of 𝑤 such that L is mini-
mized. In the analogy, we use the macro shift offset (Δ𝑥𝑖 ,Δ𝑦𝑖 ) of
each poorly-placed macro𝑚𝑖 to replace the model weight𝑤 , where
the macro shift offset denotes the horizontal and vertical movement
of the macro. Each data instance (𝑥𝑖 ,𝑦𝑖 ) is replaced with a macro-
involved net instance with a feature vector and a label zero, and the
loss function L is replaced by the convex forms of a wirelength cost
(Equation (1)) and a periphery cost (Equation (3)). Minimizing the
wirelength cost explicitly optimizes HPWL, while minimizing the
periphery cost pushes macros to the chip boundary, leaving more
continuous space for routing and implicitly optimizing routability
and timing performance. Finally, by elaborating the mechanism of
neural network training, we use backward propagation to calculate
the gradient of each poorly-placed macro. To update the position
of any poorly-placed macro 𝑚𝑖 , we sum up the calculated gradi-
ent (𝜕L/𝜕Δ𝑥𝑖 ,𝜕L/𝜕Δ𝑦𝑖 ) and the original position (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) as the new
position of𝑚𝑖 . The flow is shown in Figure 4.

Denote any net in the design netlist by 𝑒 , and 𝑒 contains a set of
instances (macros and standard cells) {𝑣1, 𝑣2, . . . , 𝑣𝑚}. The original
formulation of the half-perimeter wirelength (HPWL) of 𝑒 , as shown
in Equation (1), is neither smooth nor convex; We thus use the
weighted-average wirelength (WA) proposed by [24] to model the
wirelength cost. The parameter 𝛾 governs the trade-off between the
accuracy and smoothness of the approximation to half-perimeter
wirelength (HPWL). Decreasing 𝛾 enhances the accuracy of the
HPWL approximation while reducing its smoothness.

𝐻𝑃𝑊𝐿𝑒 = max
𝑣𝑖 ∈𝑒

{𝑥𝑖 } −min
𝑣𝑖 ∈𝑒

{𝑥𝑖 } +max
𝑣𝑖 ∈𝑒

{𝑦𝑖 } −min
𝑣𝑖 ∈𝑒

{𝑦𝑖 }. (1)

𝑊𝐴𝑒 =

∑
𝑣𝑖 ∈𝑒 𝑥𝑖𝑒

𝑥𝑖
𝛾∑

𝑣𝑖 ∈𝑒 𝑒
𝑥𝑖
𝛾

−
∑

𝑣𝑖 ∈𝑒 𝑥𝑖𝑒
− 𝑥𝑖

𝛾∑
𝑣𝑖 ∈𝑒 𝑒

− 𝑥𝑖
𝛾

+
∑

𝑣𝑖 ∈𝑒 𝑦𝑖𝑒
𝑦𝑖
𝛾∑

𝑣𝑖 ∈𝑒 𝑒
𝑦𝑖
𝛾

−
∑

𝑣𝑖 ∈𝑒 𝑦𝑖𝑒
− 𝑦𝑖

𝛾∑
𝑣𝑖 ∈𝑒 𝑒

− 𝑦𝑖
𝛾

.

(2)

To use WA as the wirelength cost, in Equation (2), we replace the
position (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) of each poorly-placed macro𝑚𝑖 by (𝑥𝑖 +Δ𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 +Δ𝑦𝑖 )
while maintaining the positions of standard cells in C and regularly-
placed macros as constants. By doing so, we obtain the wirelength
cost item of each net 𝑒 , denoted by𝑊𝐿𝑒 .

The peripheral cost 𝑃𝑖 for a macro 𝑚𝑖 is also defined in Equa-
tion (3), consisting of the horizontal cost 𝑃𝐻

𝑖
and vertical cost 𝑃𝑉

𝑖
.
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Figure 5: Peripheral cost illustration. (a) visualizes the math-
ematical expression of the peripheral cost, while (b) instan-
tiates the physical meaning of the vertical peripheral cost:
Denote the vertical position of macro𝑚𝐴 (𝑚𝐵 ) by 𝑦𝐴 (𝑦𝐵 ), and
assume ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 12, |ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒/2 − 𝑦𝐴 | = 3 and |ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒/2 − 𝑦𝐵 | = 4.
Since macro𝑚𝐵 is closer to the chip periphery compared with
macro𝑚𝐴, the vertical peripheral cost of macro𝑚𝐵 (𝑃𝑉

𝐵
= 13)

is smaller than that of macro𝑚𝐴 (𝑃𝑉
𝐴

= 15).

𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ) denotes the width (height) of the chip core. As illus-
trated by Figure 5, the peripheral cost is convex, and the closer𝑚𝑖

is to the chip periphery, the smaller the cost is. For a macro𝑚𝑖 , if
𝑥𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 ) equals 0 or𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ),𝑚𝑖 is at the chip periphery, and the
corresponding periphery cost 𝑃𝐻

𝑖
(𝑃𝑉
𝑖
) is minimized.

𝑃𝐻𝑖 =

���𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

2
− 𝑥𝑖

��� + ( 𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

2 )2��𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

2 − 𝑥𝑖
��,

𝑃𝑉𝑖 =

����ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒2
− 𝑦𝑖

���� + (ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒2 )2���ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒2 − 𝑦𝑖

���,
𝑃𝑖 = 𝑃𝐻𝑖 + 𝑃𝑉𝑖 .

(3)

The objective function of the gradient-based method can be for-
mulated as Formulation (4):

min L =
∑︁

𝑒∈𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜

𝑊𝐿𝑒 + 𝛼
∑︁

𝑚𝑖 ∈M𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑟

𝑃𝑖 , (4)

where 𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜 is a set of nets such that each net 𝑒 in 𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜

contains at least one macro, and 𝛼 is a parameter to trade off the
effect between wirelength cost and peripheral cost, we set 𝛼 to be 1
in this work.

The macro offsets are initialized as zero at the beginning of each
gradient-descent iteration. For each poorly-placed macro𝑚𝑖 , the
gradient (𝜕L/𝜕Δ𝑥𝑖 ,𝜕L/𝜕Δ𝑦𝑖 ) is directly used as the macro offset for
position update: We sum up the original position (𝑥𝑖 ,𝑦𝑖 ) with the
macro offset as the new position of𝑚𝑖 . If the update causes𝑚𝑖 to
exceed the chip boundary or overlap with other regularly-placed
macros, we discard the update and restore the original position of
𝑚𝑖 .

By gradient-based macro shift, the macros in the same net are
clustered together and pushed to the nearest chip boundary. How-
ever, overlaps may be generated among poorly-placed macros, as
shown in Figure 2.

3.3 Macro Legalization
A linear programming method based on constraint graphs is formu-
lated to remove the overlaps among poorly-placed macros, preserve
the macro relative positional relationship by the analytical placer
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Figure 6: An example of constraint graphs in macro place-
ment: (a) A sample of macro placement layout; (b) Horizontal
constraint graph; (c) Vertical constraint graph.

and further push macros to the chip boundary. In the context of
macro placement, a constraint graph is a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) with the vertex set being all macros in a macro placement
layout, and each edge in the graph constrains the relative positional
relationship between a pair of macros. We initialize two constraint
graphs, namely, 𝐺ℎ and 𝐺𝑣 , for horizontal and vertical constraints,
respectively. Assume in 𝐺ℎ(𝐺𝑣 ), a directed edge 𝑢𝑣 is between the
macro𝑚𝑢 and𝑚𝑣 , then𝑚𝑢 is completely to the left/upon𝑚𝑣 in the
layout. For each macro pair of the circuit, a directed edge connecting
them must appear in either 𝐺ℎ or 𝐺𝑣 , but not both. Figure 6 shows
an example of a macro placement layout and its corresponding
constraint graphs.

XDP [25] constructs horizontal and vertical constraint graphs
on a global placement prototype and uses linear programming to
eliminate the overlaps among macros. However, due to the existing
overlaps among macros in the placement prototype, the direction
of some edges in the graphs may require adjustment (move the
edge from the horizontal(vertical) graph to the vertical(horizontal)
graph) to avoid the macro expansion exceeding the chip periphery.
This adjustment compromises the relative positional relationship
of the macros and may degrade the wirelength-optimization by
the placement prototype. Different from [25], we construct 𝐺ℎ and
𝐺𝑣 on the macro-legalized placement prototype by the analytical
placer. For a macro pair (𝑚𝑢 ,𝑚𝑣 ), we denote their center positions
by (𝑥𝑢 , 𝑦𝑢 ) and (𝑥𝑣 , 𝑦𝑣 ). If |𝑥𝑢 − 𝑥𝑣 | is larger than |𝑦𝑢 − 𝑦𝑣 |, we
set the direction of edge 𝑢𝑣 to be horizontal; otherwise vertical.
This approach eliminates the ambiguity in the relative positional
relationship of macro pairs and preserves wirelength optimization
in the analytical placer.

We introduce some related notions before the detailed linear pro-
gramming formulation. For any macro𝑚𝑖 in poorly-placed macro
set M𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑟 = {𝑚1,𝑚2, · · · ,𝑚𝑛}, its center positions before and af-
ter macro legalization are denoted by (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) and (𝑥 ′

𝑖
, 𝑦′

𝑖
), and its

width and height are denoted by𝑤𝑖 and ℎ𝑖 respectively. For the chip
placement region 𝑅, the positions of the left-bottom corner and the
right-top corner are (0, 0) and (𝑊,𝐻 ). Denote any edge in𝐺ℎ or𝐺𝑣

by 𝑒𝑖 𝑗 , the macro legalization can be in Formula (5).
Originally the expression of macro displacement is in the format

of absolute value (|𝑥𝑖−𝑥 ′𝑖 |+|𝑦𝑖−𝑦
′
𝑖
|), which cannot be solved by linear

programming. Adopting the equivalent transformationmentioned in
[26], we introduce a set of auxiliary variables ({𝑥𝑝

𝑖
, 𝑥

𝑞

𝑖
, 𝑦

𝑝

𝑖
, 𝑦

𝑞

𝑖
}, ∀𝑚𝑖 ∈

M𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑟 ) subjected to the first two constraints listed in Formula (5),
and convert the objective of macro displacement into 𝑥𝑝

𝑖
+𝑥𝑞

𝑖
+𝑦𝑝

𝑖
+𝑦𝑞

𝑖
.

By minimizing macro displacement, the displacement of each poorly-
placed macro is minimized and the wirelength-optimization by the
placement prototype is preserved. The secondary objective term
(min(𝑥𝑖 ,𝑊 −𝑥𝑖 ) +min(𝑦𝑖 , 𝐻 −𝑦𝑖 )) is aimed at reducing the distances
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between each macro𝑚𝑖 and its nearest horizontal and vertical chip
boundaries, thereby encouraging𝑚𝑖 to be positioned closer to the
chip’s periphery. This, in turn, creates more contiguous space in
the chip center for standard cell placement and routing. The third
and fourth inequalities in Formula (5) are derived from 𝐺ℎ and 𝐺𝑣

to eliminate any overlaps between macros while maintaining their
relative positional relationships based on the placement prototype.
The last inequality ensures that the legalized macros do not exceed
the physical chip boundary.

min
|𝑀𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑟 |∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑥
𝑝

𝑖
+ 𝑥

𝑞

𝑖
+ 𝑦𝑝

𝑖
+ 𝑦𝑞

𝑖

+min(𝑥𝑖 ,𝑊 − 𝑥𝑖 ) +min(𝑦𝑖 , 𝐻 − 𝑦𝑖 )

s.t. 𝑥
𝑝

𝑖
− 𝑥

𝑞

𝑖
= 𝑥 ′𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦

𝑝

𝑖
− 𝑦

𝑞

𝑖
= 𝑦′𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 , ∀𝑚𝑖 ∈ M𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑟

𝑥
𝑝

𝑖
≥ 0, 𝑥𝑞

𝑖
≥ 0, 𝑦𝑝

𝑖
≥ 0, 𝑦𝑞

𝑖
≥ 0, ∀𝑚𝑖 ∈ M𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑟

𝑥 ′𝑗 − 𝑥 ′𝑖 ≥
𝑤𝑖 +𝑤 𝑗

2
, ∀𝑒𝑖 𝑗 ∈ 𝐺ℎ

𝑦′𝑗 − 𝑦′𝑖 ≥
ℎ𝑖 + ℎ 𝑗

2
, ∀𝑒𝑖 𝑗 ∈ 𝐺𝑣

𝑤𝑖

2
≤ 𝑥 ′𝑖 ≤𝑊 − 𝑤𝑖

2
,
ℎ𝑖

2
≤ 𝑦′𝑖 ≤ 𝐻 − ℎ𝑖

2
. ∀𝑚𝑖 ∈ M𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑟

(5)

4 EXPERIMENTS
We implement IncreMacro in Python with Pytorch [27] for its opti-
mizer and autograd engine, and Gurobi [28] for linear programming
solver. We run the program of IncreMacro on a Linux server with
80 Intel Xeon 1.90 GHz CPU cores and 1 NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090
GPU.

We use RISC-V SoC RTL designs from chipyard [29], an open-
source framework for SoC agile development, as benchmarks. All the
designs are the variants of RISC-V SoC with the core(s) being Rocket
[30] and/or Boom [31]. To convert the RTL designs into gate-level
netlist, we first apply Barstools [29] tomap the RTLmemorymodules
to vendor SRAMs. Then, adopting an academic 7-nm technology
node (ASAP7 [32]), we leverage Cadence Genus for logic synthesis
to get the gate-level netlists. We obtain 7 benchmarks in total and
the detailed information of each benchmark is listed in Table 1.

4.1 Experiment Setting
To assess the efficacy of IncreMacro, we incorporate IncreMacro
into the placement flow of DREAMPlace and AutoDMP: Firstly,
DREAMPlace\AutoDMP is applied to generate a macro-legalized
placement prototype. Then, IncreMacro is leveraged on the place-
ment prototype for macro placement refinement. Once the macro
refinement is completed, the positions of refined macros are fixed,
and an analytical placer (DREAMPlace) is applied for standard cell
placement. Finally, the optimized placement solution is fed into
CadenceInnovus for clock tree synthesis (CTS), signal routing and
PPA evaluation.

The vanillamacro placement solutions ofDREAMPlace andAutoDMP
are used as the comparative baselines. We divide the mixed-size
placement flow of DREAMPlace\AutoDMP into two stages: at the
first placement stage, we use DREAMPlace\AutoDMP to generate

Table 1: Design information after logic synthesis

Benchmark # Macros # Std cells # Nets freq. (MHz)
Rocket 121 203633 208595 500.0

GemminiRocket 737 1176141 1189717 333.3
Sha3Rocket 121 235944 240907 666.7

LargeBoomAndRocket 636 856576 874017 333.3
FFTRocket 121 211543 216507 1000.0
SmallBoom 314 362479 372623 500.0

HwachaRocket 292 679667 687204 250.0

a macro-legalized placement prototype. By fixing the positions
of all macros and ignoring the standard cells, the baseline macro
placement is obtained. For the second stage, an analytical placer
(DREAMPlace) is applied for the remaining standard cell placement.
With such baseline setting, the subsequent VLSI flows of standard
cell placement and routing between baselines and the IncreMacro
refinement are consistent, and we solely evaluate the influence of
different macro placement solutions on the post-route PPA metrics.

Regarding the implementation of AutoDMP, we use the default
parameter space and PPA configuration provided in the official
Github repository 1, setting the iterations to 20 and the number
of parallel workers to 2. When generating multiple Pareto-Optimal
placement solutions for a circuit by AutoDMP, rather than applying
IncreMacro to each candidate, we select the placement solution with
the maximal congestion value from the Pareto-Optimal candidates
and apply IncreMacro solely to the chosen candidate.

4.2 Overall Comparisons
To demonstrate the improvement in routability and timing achieved
by IncreMacro, we report the post-route PPA metrics, including
routed wirelength (WL), timing (setup WNS and TNS) and power.

We integrate IncreMacro into the placement flow ofDREAMPlace
and AutoDMP, with Table 2 and Table 3 presenting the respective
PPA results and runtime. The runtime of baselines (DREAMPlace and
AutoDMP) is the total runtime of the two-stage placement, while
for IncreMacro, the runtime accounts for mixed-size placement pro-
totyping (first placement stage), IncreMacro macro refinement and
standard cell placement (second placement stage). Note that due
to the fixed-outline nature of IncreMacro, the core area of each
design remains consistent between the baseline approach and the
IncreMacro refinement. Following the official code’s parameter set-
tings, AutoDMP fails to complete the placement flow for several
benchmarks, including Sha3Rocket, LargeBoomAndRocket and Small-
Boom. Consequently, we only present the PPA results comparison
for the remaining four benchmarks in Table 3.

Table 2 and Table 3 demonstrate enormous post-route timing
improvement by incorporating IncreMacro into the placement flow
of DREAMPlace and AutoDMP. The routed wirelength is reduced
by 6.5% and 16.8%, respectively. The setup WNS and TNS is im-
proved by 59.9% and 63.9% for DREAMPlace, 99.6% and 99.9% for
AutoDMP. Besides, the incorporation of IncreMacro also reduces the
post-route power consumption by 3.3% and 4.9% for DREAMPlace
and AutoDMP, respectively.

1https://github.com/NVlabs/AutoDMP
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Table 2: Post-Route PPA results for the incorporation of IncreMacro to DREAMPlace

Benchmark
DREAMPlace (two stage placement) DREAMPlace + IncreMacro

WL WNS TNS Power Runtime WL WNS TNS Power Runtime
(um) (ns) (ns) (mW) (s) (um) (ns) (ns) (mW) (s)

Rocket 14838552 -1.40 -67.16 72.54 64.55 11794141 -0.05 -0.88 68.90 101.77
GemminiRocket 62420588 -3.06 -15146.20 520.73 207.83 69708870 -2.45 -4927.20 497.50 418.82
Sha3Rocket 11584499 -0.22 -40.84 95.49 77.15 11570282 -0.21 -48.60 95.08 99.61

LargeBoomAndRocket 36201457 0 0 132.57 298.71 33286377 0.09 0 131.46 533.97
FFTRocket 10740986 -0.01 -0.02 70.80 63.19 9716426 0.02 0 67.06 72.89
SmallBoom 13967377 -0.13 -22.01 98.10 112.40 13547457 0.01 0 96.55 153.29

HwachaRocket 48096700 -0.10 -2.82 145.55 146.64 40552488 0.03 0 137.48 253.25
Normalize 1.065 1.599 1.639 1.033 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.600

Table 3: Post-Route PPA results for the incorporation of IncreMacro to AutoDMP

Benchmark
AutoDMP (two-stage placement) AutoDMP + IncreMacro

WL WNS TNS Power Runtime WL WNS TNS Power Runtime
(um) (ns) (ns) (mW) (s) (um) (ns) (ns) (mW) (s)

Rocket 14704880 -0.41 -354.87 74.33 69.24 11186898 0.01 0 68.43 82.99
GemminiRocket 41031737 -0.24 -17.76 301.39 205.95 34580828 -0.01 -0.01 287.51 381.58

FFTRocket 8108137 -0.001 -0.001 55.43 55.14 8176606 0.05 0 55.31 101.73
HwachaRocket 31675727 -0.05 -0.14 130.37 193.24 22684613 0.35 0 121.66 321.65
Normalize 1.168 1.996 1.999 1.049 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.640

(a) GemminiRocket: DREAMPlace (b) GemminiRocket: DREAMPlace +
IncreMacro

(c) GemminiRocket: AutoDMP (d) GemminiRocket: AutoDMP +
IncreMacro

Figure 7: Visualization of Post-Route layout of Gem-
miniRocket, with andwithout the incorporation of IncreMacro.
Blue blocks are macros, and green blocks are standard cells.

4.3 Analysis, Visualization, and Profiling
We owe the timing improvement and power reduction to the two
macro placement requirements satisfied by IncreMacro, namely, (1)
pushing macros to the chip boundary and (2) preserving origi-
nal macro relative positional relationship. Firstly, IncreMacro
repositions the macros blocked in the chip center to the chip periph-
ery and eliminates the macro blockage, leaving more continuous
space for the following flow of standard cell placement and net
routing, thus relieving routing detours. Secondly, after the refine-
ment from IncreMacro, by preserving the macro relative positional
relationship by the placement prototype of the analytical placer
(DREAMPlace), macros in the same net(s) are placed spatially close
to each other. The fulfillment of these two requirements results in a
notable reduction in the total routed wirelength. This reduction sub-
sequently translates into decreased wire capacitance and resistance.
As a consequence, signal propagation delay is decreased, leading to
a significant enhancement in timing performance. For the analysis
of total power consumption reduction, reduced signal propagation
infers faster signal transition, which directly reduces short-circuit
power and switching power: On the one hand, short-circuit power
is associated with the overlap of the ON states of NMOS and PMOS
transistors in a CMOS gate during signal transitions. It occurs when
both transistors are partially conducting simultaneously. Faster sig-
nal transitions lead to a decrease in short-circuit power because the
duration of simultaneous conduction is shorter. On the other hand,
switching power consumption is primarily related to the charging
and discharging of the gate and interconnect capacitance during sig-
nal transitions. Faster signal transitions reduce the transition time,
which, in turn, reduces the amount of energy required to charge or
discharge the capacitance. This results in a decrease in switching
power.
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43%

First stage placement (place-
ment prototyping)

40%

IncreMacro refinement

17%

Second stage placement
(standard cell placement)

Figure 8: Average runtime breakdown of IncreMacro +
DREAMPlace.

Figure 7 visualizes the post-route layout of GemminiRocket for
DREAMPlace and AutoDMP, before and after the incorporation of
IncreMacro:When comparing themacro placements ofDREAMPlace
(Figure 7(a)) and AutoDMP (Figure 7(c)), AutoDMP demonstrates
superior performance with reduced macro blockage, leading to en-
hanced routability and timing. The difference of performance is fur-
ther accentuated by IncreMacro, resulting inAutoDMP + IncreMacro
(see Figure 7(d)) getting better routability and timing thanDREAMPlace
+ IncreMacro (see Figure 7(b)). Therefore, by setting the same clock
frequency (333.3 MHz) of GemminiRocket for both DREAMPlace
and AutoDMP, the values of WNS and TNS of GemminiRocket in
Table 2 is much larger than that in Table 3. Figure 8 shows the
runtime breakdown of DREAMPlace + IncreMacro averaged on 7
benchmarks in Table 2. The first stage placement (mixed-size place-
ment prototyping) of DREAMPlace accounts for the largest ratio
of the total runtime (43%), while IncreMacro takes 40% of the total
runtime.

5 CONCLUSION
We propose an incremental macro placement framework incorpo-
rated with analytical placers, IncreMacro, which incrementally and
iteratively refines the placement of poorly-placedmacros. IncreMacro
integrates several techniques for macro placement, including a KD-
tree-based macro diagnosis method, a gradient-based macro shift,
and constraint-graph-based linear programming for macro legaliza-
tion. With such algorithmic workflow, IncreMacro eliminates the
macro blockages in the core center while preserving the macro
relative positional relationship, thus preserving the wirelength-
optimization by analytical placers, and leaves more continuous
centric space for routing. Experimental results have demonstrated
the effectiveness of our framework, compared with state-of-the-art
macro placement solutions.
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